Big concepts to know:
The difference between cultural and viticultural Provence
How Provence’s climate, grapes, harvest and wine styles are impacted by coastal vs. inland locations
How Provence’s many mountain ranges impact climate and viticulture
The soil divisions within Provence

What to know about grapes:
The principal grapes for red, white and rosé production

What to know about wines:
How direct press and saignée impact rosé wine styles
The difference between vins de soif and vins gastronomiques
The signature wine bottle of Provence

What to know about AOCs:
The unique attributes of the 9 AOCs

What is not on the exam:
Blending formulas
Names of classified châteaux

Big concepts to know:
Corsica’s unique topography, geology and climate
The role Italy has played in Corsica’s wine culture

What to know about grapes:
The principal grapes and their synonyms
The principal grapes and their favored soil types

What to know about AOCs/IGPs:
The nine AOCs, their dominant grape(s), their soil types
IGP Île de Beauté (Island of Beauty) = Corsica

What is not on the exam:
Blending formulas